CASE STUDY

OTSAW

Solution: Cradlepoint NetCloud Service for Mobile

Industry: UAVs / Drones

Use Case: UAVs / Drones

Autonomous Security & Surveillance Patrol Robot for
Public Safety
OTSAW’s uses low-latency, cloud-managed LTE solution for
security operations during pandemic
Customer Proﬁle
OTSAW is a global pioneer in advanced robotics
technologies and next-generation artiﬁcial intelligence for
healthcare, security delivery and mobility applications to
improve safety, business processes and everyday lives.
For more information, please visit otsaw.com.

Introduction
Powered by patented 3D SLAM based navigation
technology, OTSAW’s security robot, O-R3, can patrol
streets, pathways and open spaces, avoid static and
dynamic obstacles, and return-to-base when its energy
runs out.
With HD cameras, 360-degree view of computer vision,
and a wide range of sensors, O-R3 is able to capture,
record and process a vast amount of information.
The robot also allows optimal understanding and decision
making in any situation, which data is provided 24/7 in
real-time, and always available in the cloud for later review.
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Key Challenges & Solutions

Beneﬁts

Always-on Connectivity

Faster Response Time

Autonomous robotics requires reliable
communication with central command centre
applications for location tracking, transmission of
video and exchange of operational data. Network
failures are not acceptable for safe and
successful operations.

The high speed wireless connection with GPS
real-time tracking enables the command centre to
precisely pinpoint the location of the robot and
have access to high quality video and audio so it
allows for accurate assessment of any potential
danger and fast decision making.

Wireless LTE is one of the most most suitable
technologies for transmitting a high amount of
data to support real-time data analytics and
recognition technology. With the Cradlepoint
solution installed, the robots can maintain
connectivity with predictable performance no
matter the location.
Limited Space and Power
Robots are packed full of electronics and rely on
battery power to operate independently before
docking to recharge. Hence, there is a constraint
in terms of power source and space available to
host any reliable network equipment. Cradlepoint
IBR series offers a compact form and has limited
power requirements allowing for the robot to host
the device without compromising on its
operational lifespan.
Harden Ruggedized Device
Although the robot is designed to be protected
against outdoor elements, it is constantly on the
move, prone to vibrations and tremors. Operating
outside under the sun over prolong periods of
time also raises the robot internal temperature
which can impact the performance of sensitive
communication devices.
The purpose-built ruggedized shock resistance
and heat sink design of Cradlepoint IBR devices
are ideal for such use case.

Controlled and Scalable
Although the Cradlepoint IBR series has a small
form factor and minimal power requirements, it
has extensive capabilities and relies on NetCloud
application for central control and cloud
management. This approach allows for
widespread deployment across the entire robotic
ﬂeet without the need for local engineers to spend
time conﬁguring equipment on-site inside robots.
Enabling Smart Cities
Beyond just connectivity, the IBR series also
allows for further SDK application development on
the device itself and has direct integration with
IOT applications on Azure and AWS. This allows for
further simplifation of deployment, enabled edge
computing opportunities and makes the IBR
series a futureproof platform for robotics.

Summary
Reliable and secure connectivity is essential to
enable more IOT applications including
autonomous service robots, augmented and
virtual reality service. Cradlepoint solutions offer
robotics developers the ideal platform to further
create new solutions for a wide range of
industries.
Blue Wireless is a Cradlepoint Elite Partner and
awarded twice Cradlepoint APAC Partner of the
Year. This implementation was designed for
OTSAW and supports a wide range IOT
implementations for businesses. For more
information visit, www.bluewireless.com
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